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Kuwaiti economist Abdullah Al-Salloum has founded a
political platform called Dhammin to serve electoral
campaigns and make things easier for candidates.

Municipal Council member Hamad Al-Medlij said: “I have
witnessed dozens of exhausting election days. With

Dhammin, the campaign management had live updates on
everything. It could visualize a very detailed live view of

the vote tallying process without a single phone call or
text message.”

Mohammed Mansour, Board Member of Mishref
Cooperative Society, said: “I had a very close look
at Dhammin’s analytics. It gave me clear informa-
tion before anyone else. Live tallying gave us the
chance to know how electoral committees are
currently performing.”

Abdullah Al-Mudhaf, a political activist, not-
ed: “Dhammin makes it easier to understand
how a candidate is performing as it gives accu-
rate analytics and reports. It saves a lot of time
and effort, and the interface is easy to use by all
age segments.”

Kuwait Times spoke with Salloum to learn
more about the Dhammin platform. 

Kuwait Times: What is Dhammin?
Salloum: Dhammin in Arabic means “to guar-

antee” - is a smart political platform that manages a candi-
date’s electoral campaign for the National Assembly,
Municipal Council or cooperative society. The platform,
which consists of smart device apps and backend application
programming interface (API), aims to help a candidate
achieve the best political outcome - winning an election -
with the best and least use of resources, such as time, effort
and financing.

Dhammin is the first platform of its kind to consider dis-
tributed systems methodologies in terms of political cam-
paign management and system programming. In a smart
manner, the platform takes care of five main operative com-
ponents of a candidate’s campaign: (1) Online presence, (2)
Guarantees, (3) Social events, (4) Election Day and (5)
Analytics.

As for resources, the candidate provides a CD containing
spreadsheets (they get it officially from the ministry of interi-
or), containing names, dates of birth, voter IDs, voting dis-
tricts and residence addresses of all voters in the area. These
spreadsheets are converted by the Dhammin team into an
SQL database, and fetched by the candidate’s Dhammin API.
Once that happens, Dhammin apps do their job in analytics
based on the campaign’s user inputs. The platform’s pricing
ranges from KD 490 to 8,990 annually.

KT: In Dhammin, what is online presence?
Salloum: Today, it is essential for a candidate to have an

online presence. Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat, YouTube, and
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